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2 million tons cargo
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Project UFOPLAN 3716 52 200 0 (2017 – 2019)
on behalf of the German Environment Agency (UBA)
Aims
Model total UFP number concentration.
Use state-of-the-art techniques.
Identify lacks and gaps.
Compare with measurements.
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Applied Database and Model Network
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Applied Database and Model Network




GPU and GSE: 
model calibrated to
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data, modelled
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Airport Sources – Annual Emissions
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Airport Sources – Modelled Hourly Means (at Rh)
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All Sources – Modelled & Measured Long-Time (Rh)
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All Sources – Modelled & Measured Long-Time (Rh)
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All Sources - Modelled Annual Mean
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Apples and Oranges
Set Data Particle Diameter Period
base type Sub-ranges Resolution
Modelling
AC+APU ICAO + nv 15-40 nm 2015
LASPORT FOA3 no 1 h
airport, other HBEFA + nv 23-4000 nm 2015
LASPORT more no 1 h
motor traffic HBEFA + nv 23-4000 nm 2015
LASAT more no 1 h
Background GRETA nv+v 3-3000 nm 2015
EURAD+MADE yes 1 h
Measuring
HLNUG UCPC nv+v 3-1000 nm 12/2015 ff
Raunheim TSI 3776 no 5 s
HLNUG SMPS nv+v 10-500 nm 9/2017 ff
Raunheim TSI 3031 yes 5 min
HLNUG SMPS nv+v 10-500 nm 10/2017 ff
Schwanheim TSI 3031 yes 5 min
UBA SMPS nv+v 10-500 nm 2015 ff
Langen TSI 3031 yes 5 min
UBA SMPS nv+v 20-500 nm 2015 ff
Langen TSI 3936 yes 10 min
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Conclusions
1 No severe inconsistencies observed between model results and mea-
surements.
2 Some km away from the airport: considerable airport contribution
can occur downwind for hourly means; annual mean dominated by
background and other sources.
3 Problem: inconsistent UFP characterizations in data bases, models,
and measurements.
4 Further development in PM transformation processes required for
local models (in particular volatile PM).
5 Hints from impact community would help focus further development.
Final project report to appear in 2019
Additional measurements at and around Frankfurt Airport
Horizon2020 Projects AVIATOR and RAPTOR
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Thank you for your attention!
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